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A* «a «xteMtoa of • pxevioat paper, • tigkt-biadiag approack in ued to aaaljse
tke dielectric behavior of balk aejaicoadacto» aad seuicoadactor iateriace». This
time iateractioas betweea secoad aeateat aeigkbo» u e taiea iato accoaat «ad
Mfcial electioatatic modela axe proposed ft» the induced charge deaaitjr ajnaad
tke atoms. The balk dielectric faactioa of differeat semicoadactois (Si, Ga, GaAs
and A1A») a n obtaiaed aad compared with other theoretical aad eiperimeatal re-
sult*. Fiaally, tke eaergy feaad ofcet loi GaAs-A1A*( 1,0,0) iateriace is obtained
aad related to balk properties of both teioicoadacton. The results preseated ia
this paper show kow tke ase oí very sinple bat noie realistic electrostatic taod-
ek is prove tke aaalysis of tke screeaiag properties ia seiuicoudaxtor», givbg a
aew support to tke coasisteat tight-biadiag method Dor studyiag cfcnractedstics
related to tkose properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experimental and theoretical work1'* ha» given strong support to the
induced-density-of interface-states (IDIS) model,10 for the calculation of the valence
band offsets of several heterojnnctionn. In this approach, the heterojnnctkm is an-
alysed by means of an abrupt interface fwnrr'pg perfect matching between the two
semiconductor lattices.

The IDIS model is currently used within three different approaches: (i) the charge-
ncutrality level model,*"* (ii) a self-consistent tight-binding method,7'* and (iii) a
rally self-cousistent local-density calculation.*'11'13 The advantage of the second ap-
proach is that it keeps a great simplicity while introducing the main effects associated
with charge-neutrality conditions, charge-density levels and screening effects.19

This paper is an extension of that of Ret 13 and its purpose is to analyse deeply
the relation between that self-consistent tight-binding approach and the dielectric
response of semiconductor interfaces. Results for different tight-binding páramete»
including first and second nearest neighbors interactions are obtained and compared
foe four simple electrostatic models for the induced charges.

In Section 2 we analyse the bulk dielectric function of different materials by solving
the secular equation det[H — El\ — 0. where H is the hamiltonian of the system after
* perturbation introduction, and it is obtained in a very simple way by modifying
the diagonal energy levels of the non-perturbed one.15 We found that the resulto
for the bulk dielectric function of the studied materials are in reasonable agreement
with other theoretical approaches and the experimental evidence. Moreover, we show
how the improvement in the electrostatic model modifies the bulk dielectric response
function.

In Section 3, we apply an extension of the self-consistent tight-binding method
proposed in Red. 7 and 8 to analyse the interface dielectric response for different
ideal semiconductor interfaces built by introducing external perturbations to infinito
crystals. Finally, the band onset and the screening effects for an AlAs-GaAsf 1,0,0)
heterojunction are obtained and discussed. In Section 4, we present the couclusions.

II. BULK DIELECTRIC RESPONSE FUNCTION

The bulk response function is calculated using different tight-binding models. Vogl
et at14 proposed a semiempirical tight-binding theory for several covalent and ionic
semiconductors with sp3s* orbitala in each atom. This model includes only first-
nearest-neighbors interactions. We use it for Si.

Two other sets of tight-binding parameters were proposed by Yuan and Lin-Chung1*
Cor Si and Ge, and by Talwar and Ting14 for III-V semiconductor*. Both of them
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••swrnr *p* orbitals in each atom and include first and secobd-nearest-neighbors. In s

this paper, we use the first one to construct the bamiltonian of Si and Ge, and the
second for GaAs and AlAs.

The response function, e(A), is obtained introducing a cosine space dependent ex-
ternal field, V{\) = l^cos(As) with x = nd, being d the distance between layers.
As usual, this perturbation is taken into account modifying only the diagonal energy
levels of the atoms. The induced charge in each atom n, Sqn, is obtained from the
solutions of the secular equation. The resulting values of ¿g» also follow a cos(A¿)
law.

We define the dielectric function e(\) as;15

>> (0
where Vjf* is the amplitude of the induced potential and V\ is the amplitude of the
total potential after the perturbation is included. V$** has to be calculated using &
model relating the induced potentials to the induced charges.

We only analyse the response fucction along a given direction ([100] for every
material and both [100] and [HO] for Si).

la this paper, we propose the following four different clmsical electrostatic models
for the induced charges.
i) ift, is assumed to be located at different planar layers and uuUbrmely distributed.
Then, the induced charge density may be written as:

az=ÍSq./Sii3 = nd

where ¿ft, is the induced charge at layer n, S the area of the two-dimensional unit
cell, 2 the direction along which the external field varies and d the distance between
layers. This very simple model (from now on, a-model) has been widely used far
different semiconductor interfaces and it gives good results for band offsets (e.g., see
Ref. 2).
ii) ¿V» *• *Mumed to be distributed according to a cosine dependent density function:

p(z) = pHxcae(\z)Ux e\nd--,nd+-\ (3)
2 2

being A the per tur cation wave vector (0-model).
Ill) ¿ft, is assumed to be uniformely distributed in spheres of radius R around each
atom. In order to have again a simple «-dependence with translationa! simmetry



in the other two dinctiona, an approximate induced charge density i* defined by
redistributing the charge over uniform piaaea (see Fig. 1):

( **$*(&-*) + *%*[W-(d-zF\,ii»e[nd-R,in-l)d+ R] . (5)
fy[& -(d-zf), ¡Í z € [(n - ]

We comider two different cases: R = cf/2 (7-model, Fig. 1), and if equal to half the
distance between first-neareat-netghbora (6 model, Fig. 1). ,

Let us now comment the resulta obtained. First, we must remember (nee Ref. 13)
that the limit A —» 0 of e(X) is calculated by extrapolating the results corresponding
to different values ot A ̂  0. Furthermore, we notice in some caaes that for A —• 0
the function r(A) doea not increase monotonically. In other words, e( A) has a max-
imun for a small valva oí A. This humpliltf effect waa noticed by Nara17 and later by
Srinivasan1* who observed that it was sensitive to the choice of matrix elements. Wal-
ter and Cohen1* associated this effect with discontinuities in the Slater and Koster*
integrals lor small values of A. They proposed a mathematical trick and eliminated
the hump in their calculations using pwudopotentialfl. A perturbed T.B. hamiltonian,
may contain or not the humplike effect depending on the set of parameters and the
modifications included. Here, we eliminate it by an extrapolation.

In Table 1, we show the results obtained for several covalent and III-V compound
materials using different T.B. parameters. Differences between the experimental evi-
dence and our theoretical results when using second-nearest-neighbors parameters are
in the range 20 — 25%. This discrepancies are similar to those observed with more
«ophystkated theoretical cakulations31 and are leas than those obtained with Yogi's
first-nearest-neighbofs model (35 — 40%).

Fig. 2 shows our theoretical results for e(A) along the direction [1,0.0] for Si. Ge
and GaAa; for comparison, results obtained by Walter and Cohen19 are also shown.
While a model teems to be too simple for large wave vectors, S model fits with great
•access the dispertton observed by Walter and Cohen. Even with very simple and
classical models as those presented here, we may note that the more realistic is the
electrostatic approximation, the better are the functional dependence obtained far
«(A).

We see that if we take into account the induced charge distribution between layers
and the overlap of neighboring electron clouds, even in a very simple way and without
considering quantum effects, we get satisfactory results even for large momentum,

We should mention that the results obtained here for A -^ 0 are strongly depen-
dent on the parameters used in the inital tight-binding hamiltouian. Surely, a more
appropriate set at parameters would improve the calculation of e(0). In addition.



we are able to note a alight anisotropy for A -» 0 when comparing s(A) foe both
directions [110] and [100]. :(\) in tbe [110] direction is slightly lee* than in the [100]
direction for all the electrostatic models considered, except a. Walter and Cohen"
have practically not distinguished between [110] and [100] directions. However, they
noticed that ¿(A) WM smaller in the [11J) than in the others directions.

Summarising (he resalto presented in (his section, we conclude that the second-
•carest-neighbora tight-binding approach considered in this paper yields a reasonable
description of the bulk dielectric function of covalent and / / / — V compound sena-
conductors, even for luge momenta.

III. INTEJtXACI DIELECTRIC RESPONSE. BAND OFFSETS

An extension of (he self-consistent tight-binding method proposed and described in
detail in Ret 13 is applied in this section. Using (he decimation technique,7-33'" (he
semt-iaíuúte crystal hanñltonians of each semiconductor in an interface are projected
into a few layers. In (his way, we reduce (he total hamil(onian to an effective one
associated with the « central layers. In this paper, we analyse interfaces in (he
direction [100]. So, (he hamiltonian matrix dimension is N x n, where AT is (he
number of atomic orbitaU per atom (AT = 5 for aii »j?$" base aud AT = 4 for (he
usual *p* one). The value of n depends on (he shape of (he interface as it will be
shown below.

The interface total hamiltonian is defined by an initial unperturbed hamiltonian
with its elements defined by some set of tight-binding parameters plus some diago-
nal perturbations, V¡, related to the induced electronic charges, 6q¡, by elementary
electrostatic equations. In this approach the initial condition (V¡ - 0) is defined by
relating (he bottoms of the conduction bands to each other by means of the empiri-
cal electronic affinities. If the difference between (he charge-neutrality leveb of botk
««•conductors for the initial conditions is A. (here must appear a flow of charge
from one semiconductor to (he other that screens such difference to a final value A/.
ú such a way that we may define the interface dielectric function as:

The purpose of (his section is to analyze with different tight-binding approximations
and the a and 6 electrostatic models, ideal semiconductor interfaces [100] built by
introducing an initial external perturbation (o an infinite crystal. Moreover, we try to
relate ike interface screening properties with (be bulk dielectric function for different
characteristics of that perturbation, in particular with its abruptness. Finally, we
calcuUte the energy band offset of the GaAs-AlAs(lOO) heterojuiiction using Talwar
and Ting second-nearest-ueighbore model.1*



la order to analyse the influence of the perturbation shape on the screening prop-
erties, we consider the perturbations shown in Fig. 3: Id (anion), Id (cation), 3d and
Od interfaces, refering to tbe number of layers involved. As it w explained in Reí. 13,
in a first case we introduce an initial abrupt perturbation to an infinite crystal such
thai:

• • • — »—3 — »—3 — »—1 — U \l f

I» each case, we obtain the consistent potentials Vf, defined as the initial per-
turbation Vit plus the induced potentials Vf, created by the induced electronic
charges ¿ft. From these calculations we define the interface dielectric constant e«.« as

In this section we consider two electrostatic models, a and 6, but taking into account
the new boundary condi£ios&. For GaAs-GaAs (1,0,0) using Vogl et al's parameter*
•ad aTmodel, we obtain the results given in Table 2.

Tbe values of <** we have got for different GaAs-GaAs (1,0.0) interfaces are higher
than those of the bulk dielectric response obtained in Ref. 13. We verified that it was
neither the case of simple semiconductor interfaces as Si-Si (1,0,0), nor the case of
(1,1,0) HI-V compound material interfaces. We think this may be a special property
of (J,0.0) I1I-V semiconductor junctions associated with chemical reactivity between
asióos and cations in neighboring layers, e seen» to depend on tbe abruptness of the
interface, and it becomes smaller for smooth junctions.

In Table 3 we sum up the value of e¡nt calculated for Si, GaAs and AlAs 2d ideal
interfaces.

Harrison91 found oscillatory potential and charge density near the interface of an
heterojunction between two semiconductors. This unexpected oscillatory behavior is
also noted in our calculations aad it is very interesting to see that it seems to be
hardly dependent on the electrostatic model chosen to describe the induced charge
density near the interface. In Fig. 4 we compare the induced charge density function
obtained by means of tbe self-consistent approach for an abrupt interface using dif-
ferent electrostatic models. The oscillatory behavior is evident if we choose 6 model.
However, it is not present when we choose a very simple model such as a. So, Fig. 4
suggest that this curious behavior could have a physical origin and would not arise
from numerical errors.

Finally, we calculated the energy band o&ets of GaAs-AI As (1,0,0) with a common
layer of aniona using Talwar and Ting parameters. In order to define completely
the initial interface hamiltonian we have to specify the interactions between the last
layen of both crystals and introduce perturbations in each semiconductor layer which
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must be consistent with the transfer of charge across the interface. So, we «range
the interaction parameter» related to atoma of different semiconductors in oidet to
obtain thoM of the interface and then define the ideal case (or initial step): in each
layer we have the ideal charge of each infinite crystal except for the common anión
lumng an average of the ideal charges of the two semiconductors.

la Table 4 we present our results and compare them with others. They are in very
good agreement with other theoretical calculations19'3*"3* and experimental measure-
ments. We find that the value calculated for the energy band onset does not seem to
depend on the induced charge distribution model (the difference yields within the nu-
merical error estimated in one or two thousandth of eV), although oscilations near the
interface are present in the induced charge density when using 6 model (see Pig. 5).

la a naive approach" we can expect that the dielectric response of the beterojunc-
ttOB is given by:

We find this value within 20% of that obtained by means of the self- consistent
approach:

= 12.5.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A* aa extension of Ret 13 we have used a simple tight-binding approach to an-
alyse the dielectric behavior of bulk and interface semiconductors. This time, we
have included several first and second-nearest neighbors sets of T.B. parameters and
proposed new and more realistic but simple and classical electrostatic modela lor the
induced charge density.

In a previous work,13 calculations of e(0) using Vogl's hamiltonian have show»
discrepancies of 35% or 40% with experimental values. In the present paper, we
improved the calculation* assuming second nearest-neighbor» interaction*, obtaining
differences of about 2 0 - 2 5 % . Furthermore. 6 electrostatic model fits with great
success the dispersion for «(A) obtained by the paeudopotential method." We noted
that the more realistic is the electrostatic approximation, the better is the functional
dependence of e( A).

The band offset obtained for GaAs-AlAs (1,0.0) interface lie within other theoreti-
cal and experimental results. Moreover, we have analysed some propertied related to
the induced charge distribution and the shape of the interfaces.



The discuMÓon prewnted in ihis paper give* a new support to the con«Utent T.B.
ntfthoH proposed elsewhere2*7 to analyse «creening properties of bulk «emiconductoni

•amiconductoí iatetfaccs.
-..;>
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FIG. }. ladaced cfcaxge «pace dfetiibatioas coaaidcicd, foi (a) 7 aad (b) Í eiectroatatic

FIG. 2. Dielectric faactioa e( A) foe Si, Oa aad GaAa aloag tke (1.0,0] diractioa. R e » l u
fee difeieat aeta oí parámetro aad electtoaiaiic taodek (o, <?, f, S) aie tkowa. Daakad
)UtM eomapoad to paiaaaete» from Erf. 15 fot Si aad Ge, aad from Ret. 16 foi GaAa.
Daaaad-dotted lia«a couwpoad to parameten ftoai Reí. U. Foi coioparkoa, Walter aad
Coaaa1* teaalu aw ako aaova (coatiaaou liaca).

FIG' >• Difewat diagoaal pertirbatioa» iattodaced to baud ideal iatetiace»: abiapt
(cowOaaou lia«), 2d(Ga)t aad 2d(A«) (daaked Uaea) aad 3d aad 6d (daaked-dottod Uaat).

fK3.4. lad-iced ckaige deasit/ aeai tae abrapt GaAa-GaA»(l,0,0) ideal iateriace foe 7
<4o4ted liae) aad S (coatiaaoaa time) model».

FIG. 5. ladtced chatge ¿easily a«ai tke hatuojaactioa QaA»-AIA»(l. 0,0) fot 6 modal.
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TABLE i Balk dielectric fuctioa of diffmat n»Uriab fat A = a a) T.B.-Vogl,
b) T.B.-Yuag Mid Lia-Ckiag, c) T.B.-lalwax u d Tiag, d) pteidopoteatiab",

e) experimental M a n n a n t i

ICclwkl
Si

GeJU
AlAs

a
7.1

—
—
-

b
8.7

11.5
—
-

c
—
-

8.5
7.9

d
11.3
MA
8.9

-

•

11.7
1M
10J

-

TABLE II. UteifM» dUUctrk ntpoM» few difuwt O»As-GaA« (1.0,0) idwJ
Miag tke pajTMteten of Vogl et »L

Abrapt
34(O»)
ad(A»)
M
«d

¡24
U.l

114

TABLE III.

Interface

Si-8i(l,0,0)

Interface dielectric tespoue (ai teveial (1

Patanetei»

Tahrat-Tíag
Vogl

,0.0) ideal 2d iateifacea

11

•

TABLE IV. Tkeocetkal MM) experimcaul baad oAael (in eV) of tke keterojucticm
GaAs-AUs (1,0,0) obiaimod by diffeieat metkoda.

O u t Otken* Experimeatar

elf Craeiitiiit 0.518

0.55

0.475

0.618

0.39
I
0.55

•Reí. 8
Refr. 25-29
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